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AGENDA

• What is a Podcast ?

• What kind of Podcasts are there?

• Who makes them?

• What are the most popular ones?

• How do I find them?

• The future 

• Q&A
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WHAT IS A PODCAST

•A Podcast is …….

• A digital audio file available on the Internet for downloading 

to a computer or a mobile device, typically as a series, new 

installments of which can be received by subscribers 

automatically.
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WHAT IS A PODCAST

• In the beginning, Podcasts were

• Free

• On-demand

• Niche

• Talk radio

• Early pioneer was Apple

• Podcast is a mash of the word “iPod” and “broadcast”
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WHAT IS A PODCAST

• That was then, this is now

• Podcasts are Big Business –

• $1B in ad revenues

• 104 million Americans 12+ listened to podcast every month

• Big companies like Apple and Google and even Spotify are investing 

heavily

• “Celebrity” podcasters make millions 

• Many Americans receive their daily news via podcasts
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AND WHY ARE THEY SO POPULAR

• Allows you to pick the time and location to listen

• Well suited for mobile phones

• Listen while walking or other exercise

• Listen while driving

• You can control / start/stop/replay/pause

• They are free (mostly)

• More and more available every day

• Easy to find 
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PODCAST CATEGORIES

• News

• Thought provoking

• Personality Driven

• Comedy

• Dramatic Series 

• Sports
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BIGGEST PODCAST CREATORS

•NPR

•Individual (“superstars”)

•NY Times

•Spotify
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MOST POPULAR PODCASTS

• News 

• The Daily – The New  York Times

• Dateline NBC – NBC News

• CNN News Briefing – Warner 

Communications

• FOX News Radio 5 Minute Newscast
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MOST POPULAR PODCASTS

• Serials

• This American Life

• My Favorite Murder

• Office Ladies

• Sports

• Bill Simmons

• Pardon the Interruption (PTI)
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MOST POPULAR PODCASTS
• Thought Provoking

• TED Talks Daily

• Hidden Brain

• Stuff You Should Know

• Celebrity

• The Ben Shapiro Show

• The Dan Bongino Show

• The Joe Rogan Experience :  The Number One Podcast in the US
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TED Conferences LLC (Technology, Entertainment, Design) is an 

American media organization that posts talks online for free distribution 

under the slogan "ideas worth spreading". 

TED's early emphasis was on technology and design, consistent with 

its Silicon Valley origins. It has since broadened its perspective to 

include talks on many scientific, cultural, political, humanitarian and 

academic topics.

It is curated by Chris Anderson, a British-American businessman, 

through the non-profit TED Foundation since July 1, 2019 (originally by 
the non-profit Sapling Foundation).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicon_Valley
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chris_Anderson_(entrepreneur)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sapling_Foundation
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The Joe Rogan Experience

Description

The Joe Rogan Experience is a Spotify-exclusive audio and video 

podcast hosted by American comedian and television host Joe 

Rogan. It was originally launched on December 24, 2009, by 

Rogan and comedian Brian Redban, who is also producer and co-

host. Wikipedia

No. of episodes: 1,570 (as of November 25, 2020)

Original release: December 24, 2009 – present

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Joe_Rogan_Experience
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBF_enUS910US910&sxsrf=ALeKk01KF3-p50IXkuIJ1ZsvrpH5-RAwoQ:1609188833106&q=the+joe+rogan+experience+no.+of+episodes&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj975fGx_HtAhUBqp4KHcn8AyIQ6BMoADApegQIKBAC
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBF_enUS910US910&sxsrf=ALeKk01KF3-p50IXkuIJ1ZsvrpH5-RAwoQ:1609188833106&q=the+joe+rogan+experience+original+release&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj975fGx_HtAhUBqp4KHcn8AyIQ6BMoADAqegQILBAC
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The format is very simple: Rogan interviews guests in his funky-

looking studio for a couple of hours at a time, discussing 

whatever happens to come up. Few if any frills, flashy production 

values, or scripted promotional hype are called in.

Rogan and his guest of the day sit and talk candidly about 

whatever’s on their mind. He’s hosted rock stars like Billy Corgan

and Stephen Tyler, fellow comics, athletes, actors, journalists, 

authors, radio hosts, even speaking remotely with Edward 
Snowden and jawing with Bernie Sanders during the primaries.
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The majority of the episodes have a long — up to 3 hours — continuous live-

streamed format 

This enables an in-depth conversation with wide variety of topics and guests, 

ranging from:

celebrities and entertainers

scientists and athletes 

covering everything from existence of aliens to psychedelics.
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The uninhibited and uncensored long format along with the colorful and inquiring 

personality of Joe Rogan has helped the podcast to grow and rise to prominence,

with each episode having multiple millions of listeners worldwide and offering an 

alternative and competitive program to the mainstream media.
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HOW TO FIND PODCASTS

• Apple

• Spotify

• Google

• iheart Radio

• Stitcher

• Pandora
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THE FUTURE

• Podcasts becoming big business… but still not as big 

as video or music 

• Larger players swallowing up the little fish

• Companies starting to develop “original content”

• Curating 

• Ease of access
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THE FUTURE

• Apple was there first..

• Was long the dominant facilitator

• First iTunes then Apple Podcasts 

• Had a “hands off” strategy
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THE FUTURE

• And along comes.. Spotify 

• Up until recently, primarily a source of music

• Now aggressively focusing on podcasts

• Invested $1/2B in last 18 months, buying companies

• Gimlet Media, Anchor, The Ringer

• Licensed podcast “superstars” .. ie. Joe Rogan 
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THE FUTURE

• With tremendous growth over the last year, Spotify 

now seems to have about the same percentage of the 

audience as does Apple

• Apple may or may not respond 

• And others are lurking..

• Amazon in September announced a new podcast 

service integrated with Amazon Music
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• And here comes Amazon
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• And here comes Amazon – Dec 2020
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Amazon announced that it inked a deal to acquire Wondery, a four-

year-old podcast producer.

Terms of the deal, under which the Wondery team will join the 

Amazon Music group, were not disclosed. Earlier this month, the 

Wall Street Journal reported that Amazon was in talks to buy 

Wondery in a deal worth over $300 million.

“We’re pleased to announce that Wondery — an innovative podcast 

publisher with a track record of creating and producing top-rated 

podcasts — has signed an agreement to join Amazon Music



QUESTIONS?


